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Quick Learner, dependable and have the ability to multitask. Hard working 
individual, friendly, easy to get along with and willing to learn new things. Good 
communication, written and listening skills. High-temp equipment experience. 
Willing to work any shifts and overtime as needed. Machine operator. Loading 
trucks and lifting heavy boxes. Quick Learner Hard worker Multitask Dependable 
Team player Communication Skills.

JUNE 1992 – OCTOBER 1996
CUSTOM FABRICATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Verify conformance of workpieces to specifications by using squares, rulers and 
measuring tapes.

 Align and fit parts according to specifications by using jacks, turnbuckles, 
wedges, drift pins, pry bars, and hammers.

 Ability to use move parts into position, manually or with hoists, cranes or 
forklift.

 Set up and operate fabricating machines, such as brakes, shears, grinders, and 
drill presses, to bend, cut, form, punch, and drill or otherwise form and 
assemble metal components.

 Set up jigs, and fixtures for drilling of girders.
 Remove high spots and cut bevels, using hand files, portable grinders and 

cutting torches.
 Used steel shoot blaster to remove scale from girders.

1990 – 1992
FABRICATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Put pieces of metal through machines to fit them together for duct work or grain
bin parts.Roll sheets of metals to cetain degrees to fit parts.

 Tact welded pieces together.
 Broke sheets of metal at certain angles for fitting parts.
 Received higher raises than anyone else who began with me.
 Became in charge of fabrication area after just three months.
 Skills Used Feel lie I demonstrated hard work, solved issues in making things fit 

when not designed exactly right, learned several different machines for 
operating, and learned new computer programs.

 Was asked to take jobs by the welder manager, and the assembly manager 
while working in the fab area..
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EDUCATION

High School Diploma - (Rostraver High School - Belle Vernon, PA)

SKILLS

Inventory Management, Heavy Equipment Operation, Computer Savvy.
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